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For all children and their magical, mysterious pet cats



Every night after dinner, my black cat Shadow disappears.

Mom says she must be hiding.



I have looked under the couch and under the beds, 
even in the laundry basket!

I wish I knew her secret place.



Some nights, 
after everyone else 

has gone to bed,
I dream through my window.



I see the trees and their deep, dark shadows.
What happens in that midnight forest?



One night I wake up and see
Shadow sitting on the porch!
When an owl hoots from the

tree, her little velvet ears
perk up.



She leaps from the
porch and walks

towards the woods.
I climb through the
window to follow.



I follow Shadow down a path
where the trees are so tall, they

catch stars in their branches.



Fireflies light the bushes.

White flowers the size of dinner
plates tremble in a warm breeze.



A surprised deer leaps away.



Crickets click-click a rhythm to my footsteps.



Shadow moves fast between the trees.



Where are you going, Shadow Cat?



With each step of her paws, she grows larger. 
She becomes a panther, with fur like silk in the moonlight!



She moves too fast to follow.



Shadow Cat, where are you?



Alone in the woods,
I curl up under a tree.



Two green eyes look back at me.

Leaves shake and branches break.



Shadow appears, frightening and fierce!

Is this my Shadow Cat, the one I snuggle at home?



A luna moth flutters 
by on jade wings

Shadow's not-so-little 
velvet ears perk up.



She bats the air with her paws

and chases the 
moth round-and-round.



Then Shadow sees me, 
I mean really sees me, 
with her emerald eyes.

She steps closer.



The forest fills with her low purr.
Shadows wants a scratch 

between the ears!



Shadow curls up beneath the tree,
and I cuddle into her fur.



We fall asleep to the cricket music.



In the morning, I wake up in bed.



Shadow is curled cozy on the carpet, 
petite paws.



A butterfly floats 
through the window,

but my cat is too tired 
to notice.



Shadow Cat, where are you?
Dreaming of nighttime adventures.






